The widths of ultra-heavy quarks that can decay into W, 2 or Higgs bosons are discussed. If the lifetimes become much shorter than the typical strong interaction time scale A$* -1O-23 set, then open-flavor hadrons and quarkonium bound states cannot be formed any more. Consequences for the jet evolution are investigated. On the other hand, if such quarks can decay only through tiny mixing angles -as it could happen for sequential down-type quarks and for SU (2) singlet quarks in E6 models -then these bound states do form. Production rates for quarkonia in e+e-annihilation and in hadronic collisions are estimated and their decay signatures are discussed.
Introduction
It has often been conjectured that more leptons and quarks might exist than those presently known in the first three generations, with masses in the range of 0 (100 GeV):
(i) No explanation has been given so far for the replication of fermion generations in the Standard Model. The existence of a fourth family is not in conflict with any experimental facts. It has even been speculated recently that another generation might facilitate the description of CP violation in KL decays.
(ii) Each generation itself might have a richer fermion content than presently observed. Grand unified models based on E6, for example, predict the existence of isoscalar, charge -l/3 quarks with small, quite possibly tiny mixing to the well-known doublet quarks.
The only constraint on heavy quark masses follows from the requirement that low energy observables must not be renormalized too strongly. In particular, a stringent bound on the mass splitting in isodoublets can be derived from fermion-loop contributions to the p parameters1 m&-m, 2 1'2 2 0.3 TeV
The masses in nearly degenerate doublets can therefore be very large. Since high energy e+e-and hadron-hadron colliders will provide the opportunity to explore the 0 (100 GeV) d omain experimentally [and hopefully the range beyond in the more distant future], a general discussion of the production of such particles and their decay properties is called for. In this note we shall discuss two topics:
First we focus on the ultra-heavy quarks that decay semi-weakly into light quarks and W/Z bosons2 -Q + q + W/Zor Higgs bosons3 -Q + q + Hf/Ho.
One finds that the Q lifetime will -for a sufficiently large quark mass mQ -become much shorter than the time scale A&, - 1O-23 set typically needed to build up open-flavor hadrons (Qa) and quarkonium bound states (Q&). I n many aspects such quarks behave like (quasi)-free particles, their dynamical properties determined only by electroweak and perturbative strong interactions. The large width of these states requires a refined analysis of the threshold behavior in e+e-annihilation generally used to measure particle masses very accurately. A very similar discussion applies to corrections due to the finite W/Z width in Q decays throughout the transition region from virtual to real bosons.
(ii) In the second part we will elaborate on a scenario where the decays Q + q + W/Z, q + H are greatly suppressed due to tiny quark mixing angles as it might happen for sequential down-type quarks and for singlet quarks in Es models. In an extreme case such quarks Q might even be stable. Then (Qq) and (Q&j b ound states can form. We analyze their production and decay properties in more detail.
Q Decay
Adopting the Standard Model coupling with a mixing parameter V(Qq) for the Q + q + W decay vertex, one finds for the width r(Q-v++)= 8Ta 
and the lifetime drops below 1O-23 sec. This behaviour is illustrated in Fig. 1 (solid line) where the light quark mass is chosen to be 5 GeV. Note that the emission of hard particles with EH > (E/7?Q)rQ is suppressed at angles 8 < mQ/E due to the short lifetime of the heavy quark.
Near threshold when (E -mQ)/mQ < 1, the perturbative gluon bremstrahlung is drastically suppressed due to the dipole character of the emission.
The average energy loss through perturbative radiation is
If the emitted gluon energy is less than the Q width, the QG is produced practically without accompanying color quanta, and the production characteristics To estimate the production of the l--quarkoniumstate we employ a different method: first one computes the continuum Qs cross section near threshold (see, e.g., ref . 13) where fi denotes the CM energy of the qtj or gg system respectively. Then we invoke the concept of duality to argue that integrating these parton cross sections from threshold over the level spacing A -800 MeV 5 should give a rough estimate of the l--(&Q) production rate. The integration which contains as a weight factor the qij and gg luminosities 13y14 yields 
